Here are striking bits of the evidence which proves modishness to be accessory after the fact of careful expenditure.

(Left, above) A little folding purse of black and gold brocade is fully as ornamental and convenient as a more expensive vanity-case of gold or silver.

(Right, above) Nothing is so fitted to withstand the wear and tear of many shopping tours as a pigskin purse. This one is conveniently equipped with two envelope compartments.

These narrow belts, one of grey suede with square steel links and bunched, the other black patent leather trimmed with white, have an almost magically enhancing effect upon otherwise simple costumes.

Flowers and leaves are appearing more and more for head-dresses and upon gowns. A wreath of dull silver leaves is a becoming substitute for the costly jewelled head-dress to accompany evening gowns.

No wonder lingerie accessories are increasingly popular, when an old may be made to seem new, beauty of a tailleur may batiste and lace.

When it is so difficult to decide whether to wear patent leather or white kid shoes with one’s daintily coloured summer dresses, a compromise, wise and less costly, is to have a smart combination of both.